MFL Progression Pathways
Listening (I can…)

Pupil
Progression

























Speaking (I can…)

Reading (I can…)

recognise some greetings, numbers and
simple cognates
understand some basic instructions
and questions



say some greetings





attempt short phrases but my pronunciation is not always clear

recognise some greetings, numbers and
simple cognates



understand some basic phrases

recognise several cognates and
near-cognates
understand more familiar language in
sentence form



pronounce words quite correctly





take part in a short conversation

recognise several cognates and
near-cognates



understand more familiar language in
sentence form

understand more phrases including
opinions
start to transcribe short extracts
quite accurately



give some basic opinions with better
pronunciation





begin to ask as well as answer questions

begin to understand some longer extracts
understand more phrases spoken at a
slightly faster speed



add connectives and justification to
develop my opinions



pronounce words more clearly

understand longer extracts with
opinions, justification and recognise
another tense
transcribe longer extracts more
accurately



take part in conversations with
greater accuracy



begin to use more than one tense

understand more easily references
to 2 tenses
transcribe with greater accuracy in
2 tenses



give more detailed responses





converse in more than one tense more
confidently

access longer passages containing 3
tenses in a variety of topics
transcribe extracts with a lot of
accuracy



understand passages in various topics with
more than 3 tenses
understand extracts with less repetition

Writing (I can…)


write some greetings



attempt short phrases with some
accuracy



adapt 2-3 sentences from set phrases



begin to write mostly correct sentences
from memory

start to use a dictionary to look up words





understand main points including
some opinions



begin to write opinions (likes and
dislikes)
write short phrases from memory
and via dictations



read aloud quite confidently





translate into English quite accurately





translate with greater accuracy





understand longer extracts with
opinions, justification and recognise
another tense

use opinions, connectives and justification more confidently



begin to use more than one tense

confidently read aloud and use context to
work out unfamiliar language



write in more than one tense more
consistently



understand more easily texts
containing 2 tenses



begin to use more complex structures
successfully

speak in 3 tenses with a good
degree of accuracy
apply vocabulary from different
topics and be spontaneous



access longer passages containing 3
tenses in a variety of topics





more skilfully work out relevant
information in longer texts



write in 3 tenses with a good
degree of accuracy
apply vocabulary from different
topics and write more creatively



speak confidently in more than 3 tenses





write consistently in more than 3 tenses



apply knowledge of grammar in new contexts and take risks.



understand passages in various topics with
more than 3 tenses
successfully identify and understand more
difficult structures and unfamiliar words.



apply knowledge of grammar in new
contexts and take risks



write a range of opinions and
connectives quite successfully
begin to write in short paragraphs

